The properties of a new class of laser resonators are investigated theoretically and experimentally. In these lasers the radiation propagates longitudinally in an annular amplifying medium, and useful low loss modes can be obtained even when the axial region is obscured. Alignment characteristics and far field patterns are discussed, and experiments have been conducted using coaxial double-discharge CO 2 devices.
Introduction
The mode properties of ordinary spherical-mirror Fabry-Perot lasers have been well understood for many years. In most practical lasers the modes can be described in terms of familiar Laguerre-Gaussian 1 and Hermite-Gaussian 2 functions. A feature common to all Fabry-Perot type lasers is that the energy is confined fairly close to the z axis. Recently, however, lasers are being developed that have entirely different gain distributions and mode characteristics. The situation of particular interest here involves a gain medium occupying an annular region of space. 3 -7 Along the axis of the laser is an obstacle that is opaque to the laser radiation. In such a laser the radiation is excluded from the central region, and conventional Laguerre-Gaussian and Hermite-Gaussian modes are not appropriate.
There are a variety of circumstances where annular gain media occur. For example, flashlamp pumped dye lasers can be operated with the flashlamp situated along the laser axis. 5 This configuration provides efficient energy coupling. The surrounding dye yields an annular amplifying region and can also provide cooling for the lamp. The same considerations are involved in solid flashlamp pumped lasers, and a tube-shaped Nd:glass laser has been demonstrated. 6 The resonators for these lasers must provide low diffraction loss ring-shaped modes, since the axes of the resonators are blocked.
Similar mode problems arise in some of the newer types of gas lasers. The earliest gas lasers were all longitudinally pumped, but more recently various coaxial discharge configurations have been employed.
In a CO 2 TE device, for example, coaxial preionization has been achieved by means of an auxiliary radial electron beam. 7 In that laser spherical mirrors were used, which precluded fundamental mode operation. For most practical applications the high order modes have undesirable focusing and propagation behavior. In the work described here, we have developed a new type of resonator using aspheric mirrors for improved mode control.
Several advantages of the coaxial discharge design will become apparent. The laser can be built into a grounded metal pipe. This provides compactness, ruggedness, and safety characteristics that cannot be approached by glass or ceramic longitudinally pumped lasers, and the symmetry of the current distribution reduces the likelihood of arcing. Comparatively low voltages can be used, and heat conduction through the walls is improved. With CO 2 lasers, for example, low temperatures are essential to prevent thermal population of the lower laser level. Annular amplifying media also occur in some new types of high-powered chemical lasers involving HF and DF. In these lasers the reacting chemicals are mixed and propagated radially through the mode volume, and the axial region is obscured by gas mixing hardware.
There are various ways that one can approach the problem of resonator development for annular gain lasers. The basic configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . The laser radiation travels longitudinally in the amplifying annulus between two parallel mirrors. The earliest nonplane designs used mirrors that in cross section have circular curvature centered away from the laser axis, 3 and the advantages of such designs can be readily appreciated. For an arbitrary sized obstruction along the laser axis, mirrors can be chosen that localize the laser radiation outside of the axial region. The resulting output modes diffract slowly and may have no node lines across the phase fronts. In the following sections, the earlier mode studies are generalized to include the interaction with radially inhomogeneous amplifying and refract- ing media. Such media occur commonly in practice, and the resulting beam distortion can be compensated by the mirror design. It is shown that the leading correction for azimuthal field variations has the same form as that obtained with a radially varying index of refraction. The radial field variations are characterized by Hermite-Gaussian functions, and misalignment of the mirrors causes the lasing to occur on only one side of the resonator. Our experiments were conducted using coaxial double-discharge CO 2 lasers. Except for the construction differences and ringshaped beam modes, these devices are found to be similar in behavior to conventional TEA lasers.
Beam Modes of Complex Annular Media
The vector electromagnetic beam modes in a general inhomogeneous medium are governed by the
Here E and H represent, respectively, the complex amplitudes of the time harmonic electric and magnetic fields. The permittivity (r) is assumed to be complex to account for conductivity, and also because in an absorbing or amplifying medium the polarization is not in phase with the electric field. Similarly the permeability ,(?) is complex to account for out-of-phase components of the magnetization. In free space E and reduce to Eo and 4o. The purpose of this section is to reduce the vector partial differential equations to a set of ordinary differential equations relevant to annular mode lasers. The most useful practical consequences of this mathematical formalism include the free space resonator modes, alignment effects, and far field patterns described in the following sections. Equations (1) and (2) cannot be solved in general, and some restrictions are necessary. For the problem of annular gain lasers, cylindrical coordinates are the natural choice. Also, in practice Brewster windows would not normally be used, and it is convenient to consider only the cylindrical components of the vector fields. Equation (1) 
where k 2 = w2,gE is the complex propagation constant. These equations can be reduced to a single scalar equation by means of the substitutions
The scalar function T, is any solution of
The mode solutions of Eqs. (5) and (6) have helical phase fronts and are either left-hand or right-hand polarized depending on whether the upper or lower signs are chosen. Alternatively one could choose Er = TzT, exp(il), E = T, exp(il), or for nonrotating polarization E = FT sin (10) , E, = -T, cos(h0).
We now postulate -that the annular laser beam is localized near the radius r.
In the vicinity of the beam the propagation constant varies so slowly that a Taylor series expansion can be used keeping only constant, linear, and quadratic terms according to
. Spatial variations of the propagation constant occur commonly in practice and can often have a dominant effect on beam propagation. In annular lasers leading sources of radial inhomogeneity include thermal effects, density variations, nonuniform pumping, and gain saturation. For nearly plane waves the substitution
reduces Eq. (6) to a 2 U + I au (8) where U has been assumed to vary so slowly with z that its second derivative can be neglected. The term in r 2 can also be expanded near r according to
This expansion permits us to retain lowest order corrections to the propagation characteristics due to the azimuthal variations, and the results will be verified in the next section by comparison with known formulas. The substitution (10) in Eq. (8) leads to the separation ) dS k~k,
where we have collected terms in equal powers of (r -r. For simplicity and conditions QiJ >> ro-
Qi << ro, I Sr/Qrl << r have been consistently applied, and the terms =F1 can also be dropped. The subscripts i and r denote, respectively, the imaginary and real parts of these functions, and it will be seen in the following paragraphs that the conditions just given localize the beam to a region that is thin compared to ro. Equation (13) can be reduced further. In terms of the new variables p
leads to the separation
where n is a separation constant. Equation (16) 
+ S(r-ro) + P]. (17)
It is important to consider the physical significance of the parameters that have been introduced. The real and imaginary parts of the parameter Q may be written explicitly as
where R(z) is the radius of curvature of the phase fronts in the radial direction, and w(z) is the lie amplitude spot size. Thus we may regard Eq. (17) as a set of Hermite-Gaussian beam modes. It also follows from Eq. (17) that the ratio da = -Si/Qi represents the distance of the amplitude center of the beam from ro, and dp = -Sr/Qr represents the distance of the phase center of the beam from ro. The real part of the parameter P(z) is a phase correction for the propagating beam, and the imaginary part of P(z) is an amplitude correction. The basic propagation characteristics of the beam modes of an annular gain medium are governed by Eqs. (11), (12), and (15) . These equations are similar in form to the equations governing the propagation of conventional Gaussian beams in ordinary complex lenslike media, and the solutions have been given. 8 The essential feature of the results in this case is that the beam spot size, phase front curvature, displacement from ro, and phase all oscillate periodically as the beam propagates through the medium. If the beam center is near a gain maximum, the oscillations are damped, and the propagation is stable. On the other hand, if the beam center is near a gain minimum, the oscillations grow in amplitude, and the propagation is unstable. In the latter case stable Gaussian resonator modes cannot be obtained without the use of additional stabilizing apertures or mirror reflectivity profiles. Well known matrix techniques are useful for the actual evaluation of the resonant modes when lenslike media are present, and the details are omitted here. The free space solutions are discussed in the following section. The phase fronts of the modes described by Eqs. (17) and (18) would have a simple circular curvature in the radial direction except that the variable p is complex. This complexity introduces a phase ripple in the higher order modes. In the special case that there are no radial variations of the gain, a much simpler mode set can be written. In terms of the variables p = (-Qi)11
2 (r -ro + Si/Qd, v = z, the substitution given in Eq. (14) reduces Eq. (13) to (11) and (12) only when the gain has no radial variations. Thus the modes are again Hermite-Gaussian functions. The advantage is that now the argument of the Hermite polynomials is real, and the phase fronts are characterized by simple circular curvature. When gain variations are negligible, the propagation constant can be replaced by the index of refraction according to k = 27rn/X. Then it follows from Eqs. (11) and (12) that the displacement from ro of the amplitude center of the beam is governed by the ray equation
where the primed indices of refraction are corrected for azimuthal variations according to ( ) 2 212 When the index of refraction is independent of z, the solutions of Eq. (22) are simple sinusoidal or exponential functions. The terms w1 have been dropped. here as indicated previously.
In the preceding discussion we have derived expressions for the cylindrical field components of the beam modes of annular laser media. The modes were obtained as solutions of the vector wave equations, subject to certain restrictions. These restrictions can be substantially relaxed by retaining additional terms in Eqs. (11)- (13) . As more terms are kept, however, the mathematics becomes increasingly cumbersome. Fortunately, in most practical situations that one can visualize all such corrections are unimportant. Even the leading corrections involving I may usually be neglected, and this point is considered further in the following section.
We conclude by deriving briefly the similar mode solutions for the Cartesian field components, which would result if a Brewster window were incorporated in the laser cavity. If the changes in and ,u per wavelength are small, it follows from Eq. (1) that the x or y components of the electric field are governed by the single scalar equation
For any of the substitutions E = T exp(-ilo), E = T exp(il), E = T cos(10), E = T sin(lk), Eq. (25) reduces to 
But this equation is identical in form to Eq. (6), and all the previous solutions are still applicable. The only difference is that the term (1 F 1)2 is here replaced by 12. However, this term is only significant when is much greater than unity, so the equations are effectively identical. Therefore, the Cartesian field components may be described by either Eqs. (15) and (16) or (19) and (20), depending on whether gain profile effects are important.
Ill. Free Space Resonator Modes
In the previous section the vector wave equation has been solved for the basic propagation modes of annular gain media. The governing parameters are essentially identical to the parameters of conventional Gaussian laser beams. We now consider in greater detail the most important special case of propagation in uniform media and free space (n = n2 = 0). In some laser materials the gain and refraction profiles are too weak to have any effect on the transverse field distribution, and these results apply directly to the gas laser experiments described in the next section. Two possible resonator configurations with toric mirrors are shown in cross section in Fig. 2 . The first has stable modes that are closely related to the modes of conventional lasers, and these modes will be considered in detail in the following paragraphs. The second design is a high loss resonator that would exhibit improved mode control with high gain annular laser amplifiers.
As a first example, we consider the behavior of an annular beam mode near a reference plane where the phase fronts are flat. The results are relevant for the optical fields in the vicinity of a flat resonator mirror. The solution of Eq. (22) is
We have only retained the leading correction terms to the propagation, and at short distances in a uniform medium (n, = n2 = 0) Eq. (27) is
This result implies that the effect of the azimuthal field distribution is to increase the diameter of the annular beam modes. The same conclusion follows from the qualitative notion that there is an expanding force associated with the wave that tends to spread out regions of high field amplitude. 9 Similarly, from Eq. (11) one finds that the beam parameter Q is governed by
[cn2 r 2 A 
where Q(0) = -2i/wo 2 . In the limit of short distances this result reduces to
where the Rayleigh length z 0 = rnowo 2 /X has been introduced.
Equations (28) and (30) describe the propagation of thin tubular beam modes in a uniform medium including a first-order correction for azimuthal field variations. It is instructive to compare these formulas with known results. Under some circumstances the high order Laguerre-Gaussian modes of conventional spherical mirror laser resonators have a large dark region at the axis and resemble closely the modes that we have derived here. For the cylindrical field components the radial amplitude distribution of the Laguerre-Gaussian solutions to Eqs. (3) and (4) where Loll is the associated Laguerre polynomial, and the prime on the spot size is used to distinguish this quantity from the lie thickness of the annular beam modes. When the index p is equal to zero the Laguerre polynomial reduces to LO' = (1 =F 1)!,10 and for 1 >> 1 the radial distribution is simply
It follows from Eq. (32) that for large 1 the LaguerreGaussian field can be considered to be a Gaussian annulus of lie thickness w = w'2-"/ 2 centered at the radius r = (1/2)1/ 2 w'. In other words, the fields are a special case of the solutions we have described previously. But the propagation characteristics of the Laguerre-Gaussian modes are known exactly, so they can be used as a check on our tubular resonator modes.
The location of the amplitude center of a Laguerre-Gaussian beam must evolve in the same way as the spot size of the fundamental Gaussian mode, and the well known spot size formula leads to r, + da = ro
With the relation wo' = (2/l)1/ 2 ro, Eq. (33) reduces exactly to Eq. (28) in the limit of small z. Similarly, the well known Gaussian beam formulas
are in exact agreement with Eqs. (24) and (30) when one makes the required substitutions R = R', w = w12-1/2, ro = (1/2)1/ 2 wO', and z 0 ' = rnowo' 2 2/X. Thus, very high order (1 >> 1) Laguerre-Gaussian modes are a consistent special case of the annular modes that we are considering.
From the preceding discussion it is clear that conventional spherical mirror resonators are a possible choice for lasers in which the axial region is obscured, and in fact they have been employed previously. 7 It should be emphasized, however, that the resulting Laguerre-Gaussian modes have a very serious deficiency in comparison to the tubular modes that we have derived. The only Laguerre-Gaussian modes that have a small amplitude near the axis are those with very large values of either the mode index or p. For example, for the tubular modes described by Eq. (32) the ratio of the spot size to the radius of maximum amplitude is equal to l-1/2. Thus a value I = 100 would be required to obtain a ratio wir = 0.1. The trouble with such high order modes is that they have a large number of node lines across their phase fronts, and they exhibit very rapid diffraction. One can readily show that the far field diffraction angle is Odiff. = r/z = 1X(2i-ro), i.e., 1/2 times larger than a conventional Gaussian beam with a spot size equal to ro. Furthermore, the ratio wir is independent of z so no energy density will be near the center of a distant target. By contrast, the annular modes we derived previously can have a large hole near the axis without having any node lines across the phase front.
We now indicate briefly how the far field emission pattern of the annular gain lasers may be calculated. From conventional vector diffraction theory, one finds that the electric field distribution E 2 at a distant surface is related to the field El at an input surface by the equationl
where the function y is given by -y = exp(-ikljr)ATr, h is the normal to the input surface in the direction of propagation, and the integral is over the input. The vector T connects points on the input and output surfaces. A similar result applies to the magnetic fields. For a plane input surface and paraxial waves having transverse field variations that are slow compared to a wavelength, Eq. (35) reduces to
This is the vector equivalent of the familiar Huygen's principle.' 2 If the second surface is a plane parallel to the input surface and separated from it by a distance L, the vector F can be written 
As an example, we assume that the input is a linearly polarized plane wave beam mode in the form (10 
which is about the same as the diffraction angle for a slit of width 2ro. On the other hand, it was indicated previously that the diffraction angle of a high order Laguerre-Gaussian mode of radius r has the much larger value diff = 1X(27ro)1. Thus for resonators having the axial region obscured, the annular resonators described here provide a substantial improvement in far field beam collimation. The actual evaluation of the resonant modes of a laser oscillator follows along standard lines. The requirement that after one round trip the fields must reproduce themselves in both amplitude and phase reduces to the requirement that the complex parameters Q and S repeat and that the phase delay is an integral multiple of 27r. One finds from Eq. (30) that for most practical lasers the terms involving the azimuthal mode index can be neglected, and the analysis simplifies further. Then the free space beam modes are
where the amplitude factor (wo/w)'/ 2 and the tan-' phase factor result from solving Eq. (19) with S = 0 and (1 F 1)2 0. This simplified expression is identical with the original annular resonator modes that were derived by another method, 3 and an example of the evaluation of R and w is given in the following section.
IV. Experiment
Several experiments have been performed to verify the theoretical properties of annual gain resonators. TEA CO 2 discharges are a natural choice, and one experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 3 . The cathode is a 1-in. (2.54-cm) diam aluminum rod into which is cut a thin spiral groove. A plastic insulated trigger wire (Belden 8868) enters along the axis of the cathode rod and is wound into the machined groove. The anode is a 7.6-cm i.d. aluminum tube of 76-cm length, and the length f the active discharge region is 64 cm. The left-hand end of the cathode rod is supported by a machined and polished aluminum laser mirror having its center of curvature at a radius of r = 2.5 cm. The cathode rod is insulated from the mirror by means of a Plexiglas sleeve, and all mechanical joints are vacuum sealed by o rings. The right-hand end of the cathode rod is attached to a short Plexiglas rod, which is supported by four thin adjustable steel pins. These pins permit precise cen- Fig. 3 . Cross sectional drawing of a coaxial CO 2 laser showing A, aluminum anode pipe; C, machined aluminum cathode rod; M, machined and polished aluminum mirror; S, steel support pins; P Plexiglas insulators; T, trigger wire; 0, o rings; R, rubber diaphragm; I, gas inlet; and E, gas exhaust around trigger wire.
Laser length is not to scale. tering of the cathode without introducing excessive optical loss. The right-hand germanium mirror is gimbal-mounted and attached to the laser anode by means of a rubber diaphragm. Some of our other designs have been sealed at the right-hand mirror for operation below or above atmospheric pressure. So far we have found little advantage in such designs, however, and our best results were obtained with the device shown in the figure. A mixture of carbon dioxide, helium, and nitrogen (5%, 90%, 5%) enters through the diaphragm and is allowed to exit around the trigger wire. The electrical discharge circuit is shown in Fig. 4 and is similar in many respects to the circuitry used with previous double-discharge devices. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The basic objective is to develop a corona-ionized region near the cathode prior to the main laser discharge. This preionization serves to delay the onset of arc formation until after the main discharge and the laser pulse. The capacitor C, = 0.25 4F is first charged through the resistance R, = 5 MQ and R 2 = 50 Q to a voltage V, of between 15 kV and 25 kV. When the spark gap is triggered, the voltage across the laser is determined initially by the combination of C1, C 2 , and L according to
The capacitance C3 = 0.002 AF is too small for it to affect the oscillation characteristics of the circuit. The resistor R 2 provides some damping of the oscillations, but for our circuit values R 2 has a negligible effect on the initial pulse rise time. From Eq. (44) The basic operation of the discharge circuit is as follows. During the risetime of the negative voltage pulse, a corona current flows charging the capacitance C 3 and creating a region of ionization close to the cathode. Near the peak of the voltage pulse the main discharge begins, and most of the energy in C 2 is used. The remaining energy in the circuit feeds the tail of the laser pulse, and with proper adjustment the voltage remains low enough that arcing usually does not occur.
The laser resonator consists of two mirrors spaced by 0.8 m. The output mirror is a gimbal mounted germanium flat that has a reflectivity of 80%, and the back surface is antireflection coated. The second mirror is machined to the shape shown in cross section in Fig. 3 with a radius of curvature of 2 m centered at a radius of 2.5 X 10-2 m. As indicated in the previous section, the modes in a free space laser of these dimensions are governed to a good approximation by the well known mode formulas for a conventional laser. For our half-symmetric device the spot size of the fundamental mode at the flat mirror is
while the spot size at the curved mirror is
The free space approximation is valid for our work because the low density laser plasma causes a negligible refraction of the 10.6-gm laser beam. Deflection of the beam by the gain profile can sometimes be important in high gain CO 2 lasers, but this effect is also negligible in the present study.' 7 We have viewed the output transverse mode behavior of our lasers using thermographic phosphors and liquid crystal films. The fundamental property of the output is that the radiation is confined to a thin annular region at a radius of approximately 2.5 X 10-2 m. Lasing is uniform about the axis, and at low pumping levels the radial variation of intensity is well represented by a Gaussian of spot size wo c 2 mm in agreement with Eq. (47). The small number of high order radial node lines is the principal advantage of this type of resonator, and measurements made at distances up to several meters from the laser show the expected symmetric thickening of the sides of the annular modes. At higher pumping levels the output is in the form of concentric rings, indicating operation in Hermite-Gaussian radial modes up to order n = 3. All evidence so far indicates that the mode formalism of the previous section provides an excellent description of the experimental results.
Slight misalignment of the laser mirrors has a strong effect on the output beam. When misalignment occurs, the radiation becomes localized at the side of the annulus where the cavity length is greatest. This effect can be understood theoretically by recalling that in our analysis the radial and azimuthal variations are almost completely decoupled. Then tilting the mirror yields the equivalent of a long ellipsoidal mirror, i.e., confining quadratic phase varia- tions in the r and directions about the location of greatest cavity length. If the mirror is tilted by an angle 0 about its diameter, one readily finds that the transverse variations of the mirror phase are governed by the factor
where R is the radial phase curvature of the mirror, and the azimuthal angle is measured from the side of greatest cavity length. From Eq. (49) it follows that the amplitude center of the beam is located at the radius
and for 0 1 the effective phase curvature of the mirror in the direction is
The spot size in the direction is now given by Eq. (47), and the over-all amplitude surfaces can also be readily determined.
The le amplitude curves of the fundamental mode at the output mirror surface are plotted in The output power characteristics of our laser are essentially identical to those of more conventional double-discharge lasers. Typical output curves are shown in Fig. 6 . With increased pumping the peak power increases, and the pulse delay is reduced in qualitative agreement with the relationship Pp a (tp -to)-2 , where Pp is the peak output power, and tp is the time at the output maximum. 4 Far above threshold there is a tail on the output pulse due either to continued pumping or energy stored in the N 2 molecules. The measurements were made using a fast photon drag detector operating into a 50-4 load. The peak output power that we have observed for this laser is approximately 15 MW with an applied voltage of V = 25 kV.
V. Conclusion
In this work a new class of laser resonators has been considered in detail. The distinctive feature of these resonators is that the resonant modes are localized in an annular region of space. The modes are well suited to new types of laser amplifiers in which the gain region inherently is annular in shape. Examples include certain dye and solid lasers as well as chemical and transverse-electrical gas lasers. Our experimental studies have centered on coaxial CO 2 TEA devices. The observed mode characteristics are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions, and further investigations are in progress regarding techniques for discriminating against higher order azimuthal modes. Besides the design shown in Fig.  3 , we have also tried the inverse geometry in which the central rod is the anode, and the aluminum pipe is the cathode. In this case preionization is achieved by having the trigger wire spiral around the inside surface of the cathode pipe between the turns of a specially designed slinky spring.1 8 Resistive-pin and uv-preionized coaxial lasers are also possible. The basic mode characteristics of all such annular gain lasers can be understood in terms of familiar beam pa- 
